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Summary
 Cell size influences the rate at which phytoplankton assimilate dissolved inorganic carbon 
(DIC), but it is unclear whether volume-specific carbon uptake should be greater in smaller or 
larger cells. On one hand, Fick’s Law predicts smaller cells to have a superior diffusive CO2 
supply. On the other, larger cells may have greater scope to invest metabolic energy to 
upregulate active transport per unit area through CO2 concentrating mechanisms (CCMs).
 Previous studies have focused on among-species comparisons, which complicates disentangling 
the role of cell size from other covarying traits. In this study, we investigated the DIC 
assimilation of the green alga Dunaliella tertiolecta after using artificial selection to evolve a 
9.3-fold difference in cell volume. We compared CO2 affinity, external carbonic anhydrase 
(CAext), isotopic signatures ( C), and growth among size-selected lineages.δ13
 Evolving cells to larger sizes led to an upregulation of CCMs that improved the DIC uptake of 
this species, with higher CO2 affinity, higher CAext, and higher δ13C. Larger cells also achieved 
faster growth and higher maximum biovolume densities.
 We showed that evolutionary shifts in cell size can alter the efficiency of DIC uptake systems 
to influence the fitness of a phytoplankton species.
Introduction 
Cell volume spans seven orders of magnitude among phytoplankton species, from 0.1 m3 in 
picophytoplankton to 109 m3 in mesophytoplankton (Sieburth et al., 1978; Beardall et al., 2009; 
Finkel et al., 2010). Because all organisms must conform to physical laws dictating the flow of 
resources, cell size determines physiological processes such as light harvesting, nutrient 
acquisition, cellular composition and, ultimately, growth. Cell size also influences physical 
processes (such as sinking) and ecological interactions (such as grazing; Finkel et al., 2010). 
Given that around half of the net primary production on the planet originates from the oceans 
(Field et al., 1998), understanding the effects of cell size on phytoplankton communities has been 
a major research topic for decades (Raven & Kübler, 2002; Raven et al., 2005; Litchman & 
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Phytoplankton cells take up inorganic carbon either through diffusive CO2 movement and 
catalysis of extracellular equilibration of HCO3- and CO2 (here referred to as “passive diffusion”), 
or through operating carbon concentrating mechanisms (referred to as “active transport”). The 





where  is the diffusive influx rate of nutrient solute from the bulk medium to the cell surface (mol 𝐽
m-2 s-1),  is the diffusion coefficient of the solute (m2 s-1),  is the thickness of the boundary layer 𝐷 𝛿
(m) and  and  are the concentrations (mol m-3) in the bulk medium and at the cell surface, 𝐶𝑏 𝐶𝑠
respectively. Hence, considering only external diffusion, theory predicts that smaller cells should 
have higher volume-specific rates of CO2 uptake because of a thinner diffusion boundary layer 
and a greater surface area-to-volume quotient than larger cells.
All cyanobacteria and most microalgal species possess active transport systems for DIC 
movement between the plasmalemma and Rubisco (Raven et al., 2017). Specifically, CO2 
concentrating mechanisms (CCMs) use energy to elevate the steady state CO2 concentration at the 
active site of Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase oxygenase (Rubisco) (Giordano et al., 2005). 
CCMs increase the affinity of carbon uptake and gross CO2 fixation by the photosynthesis-
photorespiration system by restricting energy-costly photorespiratory CO2 loss (Raven et al., 
2014). However, the production and operation of CCMs generally increase the energetic costs of 
carbon fixation compared to relying on diffusive CO2 influx especially at higher external CO2 
concentrations when there is less photorespiration (Tortell, 2000; Hopkinson et al., 2011; Raven et 
al., 2014). As a result, cells downregulate active transport at high concentrations of external CO2, 
when diffusional CO2 flux from the medium to Rubisco is sufficient to a maintain steady-state 
CO2 concentration at the site of Rubisco to support photosynthesis (Giordano et al., 2005; Raven 
et al., 2017). Although it has been argued that very small cells might rely on solely diffusive CO2 
flux to Rubisco (Raven 1998), even the smallest prokaryotic (e.g. Prochlorococcus; Hopkinson et 
al., 2014) and eukaryotic species (e.g. Micromonas pusilla, Iglesias-Rodriguez et al., 1998) use 
CCMs that increase their internal carbon pools.
Overall, there are contrasting predictions on the benefits of smaller and larger cells for the net 
carbon budget of a phytoplankton species. On one hand, Fick’s Law would predict smaller cells to 
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Beardall et al., 2009; Finkel et al., 2010; Raven & Beardall, 2018), but on the other hand larger 
cells have greater scope to invest metabolic energy into active transport across the cell membrane 
by upregulating CCMs per unit area, provided that the plasmalemma of cells with a lower 
area:volume quotient has room for more CCM-related transporters (Raven, 1987; Tortell, 2000). 
Exposing phytoplankton communities to increased CO2 concentrations affects the cell size 
distribution, implying cell size influences DIC assimilation, but the diversity of responses 
confounds simple expectations regarding which size will be favored across a CO2 gradient 
(Beardall et al., 2009; Finkel et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2014; Sett et al., 2018).
A major complication for understanding the role of cell size on phytoplankton carbon 
assimilation is that experimental tests rely heavily on among-species comparisons (e.g. Riebesell 
et al., 1993; Burkhardt et al., 1999; Tortell et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2014; Sett et al., 2018). While 
an essential first step, comparisons across different species provide limited insights into the 
underlying causal effects, because many biotic and abiotic variables systematically covary with 
cell size or ambient CO2 levels. For example, species with larger cells in the nano- to 
mesoplankton range also have a suite of other correlated traits, such as greater per cell nutrient 
requirements (Edwards et al., 2012), lower specific growth rate and hence longer generation time 
(Edwards et al., 2015), higher nutrient storage potential (Shuter, 1978), and lower mass-specific 
energy use (Maranon, 2015). Moreover, environments with high ambient CO2 usually have high 
inorganic nutrients (Christian et al., 1997), colder temperatures (Lee et al., 2000) and lower light 
penetration (Christian et al., 1997; Lee et al., 2000), as well as varying predictably across 
latitude/longitude and seasons (Friederich et al., 2002). Hence, correlations with other biological 
and physical factors complicate our understanding of the physiological repercussions of cell size 
per se on phytoplankton carbon assimilation. An alternative approach to better assess causal 
relationships would be to manipulate the cell size of a species and assess the expression of other 
traits. However, within-species studies exploring the consequences of phytoplankton cell size 
remain very rare.
The aim of this study was to quantify the effects of cell size on microalgal carbon acquisition by 
comparing lineages of the same species that differ in mean cell sizes. Specifically, we used 400 
generations (ca. three years) of artificial selection to evolve a 9.3-fold difference in cell volume 
between small-selected and large-selected lineages of the green alga Dunaliella tertiolecta – while 
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assess the effects of cell size on photosynthesis (Malerba et al., 2018b; Malerba et al., 2018c), 
demographic rates (Malerba et al., 2018a; Malerba & Marshall, 2019), thermal tolerance (Malerba 
& Marshall, 2020), and genome size (Malerba et al., 2020). In this study, we first carried out 
photosynthesis vs dissolved inorganic carbon (P vs DIC) curves to estimate the performance of a 
cell across a resource gradient, specifically to determine the kinetics of DIC utilization as a 
measure of the activity of CCMs across cell sizes. Secondly, we used physical models to evaluate 
the diffusive supply to the cell surface and to calculate the total carbon demand relative to 
diffusive supply. Thirdly, we obtained additional information about active carbon uptake by 
measuring the external carbonic anhydrase activity (CAext) and isotopic signature ( C) among 𝛿13
cells of different sizes. Finally, we measured the overall effect of cell size on population-level 
fitness (i.e. maximum specific growth rate, maximum biovolume density). Following Fick’s law, 
our hypothesis is that increasing cell size would reduce the ability of a species to use passive 
diffusion to take up DIC from the medium. As a result, we would expect small-selected cells to be 




We sourced monoclonal cultures of the cosmopolitan, fast growing green alga Dunaliella 
tertiolecta (Butcher) from the Australian National Algae Culture Collection (ANACC; strain code 
CS-14). We grew all cultures in batch culture with autoclaved f/2 medium (without silica) 
prepared with 0.45 m filtered seawater (Guillard, 1975) at 21±2 °C at a photon flux of ~200 
mol photons m-2 s-1 with a 14:10 h day:night cycle.
2. Artificial selection for size
For details on the artificial selection protocols, refer to Malerba et al. (2018c). Briefly, larger 
cells form a pellet at the bottom of test tubes at lower centrifugal forces compared to smaller cells, 
which instead remain in solution (i.e. differential centrifugation). On 25th April 2016, we 
inoculated 72 lineages from the same ancestral population of D. tertiolecta into aseptic plastic cell 
culture flasks (Corning, Canted Neck, Nonpyrogenic, 75 cm2 surface volume, vented cap). Since 
then, we selected all lineages twice a week, each Monday and Thursday: 30 lineages were large-
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biomass pellet after centrifuging at 38 x g (600 rpm) for 3 min, whereas we selected for small cells 
by retaining only the supernatant after centrifuging at 68 x g (800 rpm) for 4 min. We carried out 
each centrifugation routine twice for each selection round. As cells evolved in size, we adjusted 
speed and duration of differential centrifugation to maintain an 80% dilution of the initial density. 
At the end of the selection process, we used one more centrifugation at 239 x g (1500 rpm) for 4 
min to resuspend all remaining cells into fresh media. Control cultures experienced identical 
conditions (including centrifugation) without size-selection. Lineages were not axenic, but we kept 
bacterial loads to low levels by resuspending pelleted cells in autoclaved medium twice a week 
and by handling samples using sterile materials under a laminar-flow cabinet (Gelman Sciences 
Australia, CF23S, NATA certified). Unless stated otherwise, all chemicals were analytical grade 
and sourced from Sigma-Aldrich (Sigma Chemical Co., St Louis, MO, USA).
3. Experimental trials
All experiments took place between 367 and 403 generations of artificial selection (see Fig. 1 
for evolutionary trajectories), with generation time estimated based on the ancestral strain (i.e. 
three generations in a week). To remove any environmental effects and non-genetic phenotypic 
differences from the size-selection protocols, before starting trials we exposed all cells to three 
generations (a week) of common garden conditions with no centrifugation (neutral conditioning).
4. Cell size, flagella length, and population density
Following neutral conditioning, we estimated population density in 12 randomly selected 
lineages using manual cell counting, by loading 10 L of Lugol-stained sample in a 
hemocytometer (Neubauer Improved, Bright-line double ruled, Pacific Lab). Then, we traced the 
2D cross-sectional area and the length of the two flagella in individual cells using light 
microscopy at 400X and Fiji 2.0 (Schindelin et al., 2012), after staining around 200 cells per 
lineage with Lugol’s iodine at 2%. We ensured that there was no detectable shrinkage associated 
with Lugol staining (see Malerba et al., 2018c). We calculated cell volume (µm3) assuming a 





where  and  are the major and minor semi-axes (µm) of the fitted ellipse inside the cross-𝑎 𝑏
sectional area of the cell, respectively. Then, we calculated the surface area from rotating the area 
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𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 =
𝜋𝑏
2 (𝑏 + 𝑎2𝑎2 ― 𝑏2sin ―1 𝑎
2 ― 𝑏2
𝑎 ) (Eq. 3)
5. Carbon utilization
After a week of neutral conditioning, we pooled together different lineages to make 3 replicate 
cultures of 100 mL for each of the three size-selection treatments (total of 9 cultures; see Table S1 
for the experimental design). To make each of those cultures, we used 10 mL of each of 10 
lineages (for both large- and small-selected treatments) and 25 mL of each of 4 lines (for the 
control lineages). We resuspended cells in each flask into fresh medium in 1 L glass Erlenmeyer 
flasks. To maintain statistical independence among replicate flasks, cells from each lineage 
contributed to only one flask (see Table S1 for more details on replication).
For a week before the experiment, we bubbled all cultures and medium with air to ensure 
equilibrium with ambient DIC. We also monitored the pH of cultures and fresh medium for a 
week before experimental sampling, as a proxy to ensure the DIC system was close to air 
equilibrium (i.e. pH ~ 7.9-8). For five days, we diluted the cultures each day by adding 50% of 
medium (semi-continuous cultures) and all experiments took place on the sixth day. Pilot assays 
revealed that biovolume was a better predictor of resource usage by our cultures than population 
density and we showed that blank-corrected optical density at 750 nm (OD750) is a reasonable 
proxy for the total biovolume in a culture (Malerba et al., 2018a; Malerba et al., 2018c). So, we 
took all measurements after resuspending cells in fresh medium and standardizing to an 
intermediate biovolume density at an OD750 of 0.5 in a 1 cm pathlength cell – on average 
corresponding to 5,415, 2,530 and 1,385 cells µL-1 for small-selected, control, and large-selected 
lineages, respectively (determined by manual cell counting). We measured three carbon utilization 
parameters for each 1 L flask: DIC system parameters, photosynthesis vs DIC, and external 
carbonic anhydrase (CAext). Finally, we used physical models to calculate the demand and supply 
for CO2 of a cell. We repeated all experiments for the carbon utilization parameters over three 
successive weeks, each week analysing a replicate for each size-selected treatment.
5.1. DIC system parameters
We collected cells by filtration through a 0.45 m membrane to analyze the inorganic carbon 
system parameters in the supernatant of each of the nine 1 L flasks, according to the procedures 
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Dickson and Riley (1979) and Millero (2010). We processed all samples immediately to prevent 
re-equilibration with air and ensure measurements reflected the DIC system within the cultures at 
the time of harvesting. In short, we first measured the pH of the filtered supernatant using a 
sensION+PH31 meter (Hach, Loveland, CO, USA). Then, we measured the CO2 released after 
injecting 2 mL of medium into 20 mL of 0.1 N HCl, using an Infra-Red Gas Analysis system (LI-
840A CO2/H2O Gas Analyzer; Licor, Lincoln, NE, USA). We used a freshly prepared calibration 
curve of known sodium bicarbonate concentrations to estimate the total DIC in the sample. 
Finally, we used the pH values and the total DIC to calculate the concentration of the components 
of the DIC system ( ,  and ) using CO2SYS software (Pierrot et al., 2006).CO2 HCO ―3 CO2 ―3
5.2. Oxygen evolution vs DIC
We determined the DIC affinity of cells in each of the nine 1L flasks by measuring  evolution O2
at a range of DIC concentrations (P vs DIC curves) in a Clark-type  electrode (Hansatech O2
Oxygraph). We prepared DIC-free medium by acidification to pH ~2 with 32% HCl and by 
bubbling with nitrogen (N2) gas for at least 90 min. We centrifuged (239 x g, 1500 rpm, 4 min) 
and washed all cells three times in DIC-free medium buffered with 10 mM Tris-base (Sigma, St. 
Louis, MO, USA) and adjusted to pH 8.2 with freshly prepared saturated sodium hydroxide and 
then concentrated samples to a standardized biovolume density at OD750 of 2.0 – on average 
corresponding to 43,570, 23,191, and 5,710 cells µL-1 for small-selected, control, and large-
selected lineages, respectively (determined by manual cell counting). We placed each 2 mL 
sample in the -electrode chamber, maintained at 21C by a circulating water bath and we O2
monitored  evolution at a saturating photon flux of 300 mol photons m-2 s-1. We left samples in O2
the chamber until they reached the DIC compensation point after consuming residual DIC in the 
medium. We then measured photosynthetic oxygen evolution after 10 sequential additions of 
sodium bicarbonate (5–2,000 mM). For each time-series of oxygen evolution, we standardized 
values for biovolume density before fitting a Michaelis-Menten curve using GraphPad Prism 6.07 
(Graph-Pad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA) to obtain the half-saturation constant for DIC (k0.5DIC) 
and per-cell maximum rate of DIC-saturated photosynthesis (Pmax). Assuming complete 
equilibrium of DIC in the O2-electrode chamber, we calculated the half-saturation constants 
specific to CO2 (k0.5CO2) by using pH, salinity and temperature as described above for the DIC 
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 and conductance as a function of mean cell volume (continuous predictor).CO2
5.3. External Carbonic Anhydrase (CAext)
CAext activity increases the speed of re-equilibration of inorganic C and hence the supply of  
CO2 at the cell surface from , the main DIC species diffusing to the cell surface from HCO ―3
seawater   (Young et al., 2001; Giordano et al., 2005). CAext is not involved directly in active 
transport through the membrane and also occurs in species lacking a CCM, such as the red marine 
macroalga Membranoptera alata (Giordano & Maberly, 1989; Maberly, 1990; Raven et al., 2002; 
Raven et al., 2020). To quantify CAext activity in each of the nine 1 L flasks, we used an 
electrometric assay (Wilbur & Anderson, 1948; Miyachi et al., 1983), as modified by Young et al. 
(2001). We washed cells three times in ice cold 50 mM Na2HPO4 buffer containing 22 g L-1 NaCl 
and standardized each sample in 15 mL at a final OD750 of 0.5. After placing each sample in a 
stirred sealed chamber cooled at 4°C using a circulating water bath, we measured the time 
required for the pH to drop by 1 unit (starting from ~7.8) in both the buffer solution with cells and 
in the cell-free buffer, after injecting 2.3 mL of a CO2-saturated 22 g L-1 NaCl solution to an equal 
volume of sample. We repeated the procedure at least six times for each sample and we calculated 
CAext in units of relative enzyme activity (REA), as:
Relative Enzyme Activity (REA) = 10 × (𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 ― 1) (Eq. 4)
where  and  are the average times (in seconds) for a 1 pH unit drop in control and 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
cell samples, respectively. For the analysis, we fitted an exponential model of the form log10 CAext
; if the 95% confidence intervals of the size-scaling coefficient ( ) = 𝑎 + 𝑏 × log10 Cell Volume 𝑏
did not include 1, the relationship was deemed non-linear.
5.4. Demand and supply for CO2
For the CO2 demand of a cell, we used the highest level of carbon uptake measured at light- and 
DIC-saturated photosynthesis, which corresponds to the parameter  of the P vs DIC curve. For Pmax
the CO2 supply to the cell surface, we used the approach of Miller and Colman (1980), Riebesell 
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𝑄𝐷 = 4𝜋𝑅𝐷(1 + 𝑅 𝐾𝐷)([𝐶𝑂2]𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 ― [𝐶𝑂2]𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒) (Eq. 5)
where  is the CO2 diffusive supply to the cell surface (mol cell s−1),  is the cell radius (cm), 𝑄𝐷 𝑅
 is the diffusivity of CO2 in water (cm2 s−1),  and  are the bulk and cell-𝐷 [CO2]𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 [CO2]𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒
surface concentrations of CO2 (mol L-1), and  is a first order rate constant for the rate of 𝐾
formation of CO2 from the dehydration of . Values for  at the appropriate salinity and HCO ―3 𝐾
temperature were estimated following Johnson (1982). Hence, the Demand:Supply ratio (D:S) of a 
cell becomes / . Similar to the analysis of CAext, we fitted an exponential model of the form Pmax 𝑄𝐷
and investigated the 95% confidence intervals around .log10 D:S = 𝑎 + 𝑏 × log10 Cell Volume 𝑏
6. Isotopic carbon signature
For δ13C, the default assumptions are that (1) there is no 13C/12C discrimination in 
transmembrane (plasmalemma, chloroplast membranes) transport of CO2 or  and little HCO ―3
discrimination in diffusion through aqueous solutions, that (2) CA (external and internal) activities 
are adequate to establish chemical and isotopic values CO2 and  in all compartments, and HCO ―3
that (3) Rubisco has large discrimination when there is no diffusive limitation (Raven et al., 2002). 
Values of δ13C less than -30‰ indicate diffusive CO2 flux from the medium to Rubisco, whereas 
values greater than -10‰ suggest active DIC influx through CCMs with no or little leakage of 
CO2 back to the medium. Intermediate values suggest either diffusive flux of CO2 from the 
medium to the Rubisco active site (with higher values indicating increased diffusion limitation) or 
the presence of a CCM (Raven et al., 2002). In the presence of a CCM, and all else (e.g. diffusion 
boundary layer thickness, carbon fixation rates, growth rates) being equal, an increase in C is 𝛿13
consistent with less CO2 leakage and hence a greater ability to concentrate DIC against a free 
energy gradient (Fogel et al., 1992; Fielding et al., 1998; Raven et al., 2002).
We used standard methods (Fry, 2006) to quantify the isotopic carbon signature  from five δ13C
algal lineages for each size-selection treatment (total of 15 samples; see Table S1 for the 
experimental design). To ensure non-limiting resources and DIC near air equilibrium, we used 
aerated batch cultures and sampled the biomass during exponential phase. For each lineage, we 
filtered a known concentration of cell biovolume (estimated using OD750) onto pre-weighed paper 
filters (Whatman GF/C, diameter 47mm). We sent all samples to the Water Studies Centre 
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12C between sample and standard, using the ANCA GSL2 elemental analyser interfaced to a 
Hydra 20-22 continuous-flow isotope ratio mass-spectrometer (Sercon Ltd. UK), as:




― 1) × 1000 (Eq. 6)
The QA/QC procedure used three internal standards (sucrose, gelatin and bream). Standards 
corrected for variation as results of peak size linearity and instrumental drift with typical 
reproducibility of ±0.2‰. Based on internal standards, the accuracy of the data was within ±0.2‰. 
We calibrated all the internal standards against internationally-recognized reference materials 
which include USGS 40, USGS 41, and IAEA C-6 (the certified values can be obtained from the 
website of the Water Studies Centre). We used a simple linear regression to analyze the effect of 
mean cell volume on . Values for  are not corrected for source DIC, but we assumed δ13C 𝛿13C
source values are identical across treatments as we used the same aeration procedure for all 
samples.
7. Growth curves
We estimated the maximum growth rate and the maximum biovolume density of 12 randomly 
selected lineages for each size-selection selection treatment (total of 36 samples). We used 
methods described in Malerba et al. (2018a) and Malerba and Marshall (2019). Briefly, we loaded 
each lineage into three independent 96-well plates (Corning® polystyrene, flat bottom, with lid, 
sterile, non-treated, Sigma-Aldrich), randomizing the position within the plate, after resuspending 
cells into 250 µL of standard fresh f/2 medium and standardizing initial populations to the same 
blank-corrected optical density (at 750 nm). We used light saturated conditions (~300 µmol m-2 
sec-1) at 14-10 h day-night cycle to grow all plates and we monitored the blank-corrected optical 
density (750 nm) for five days (at the same time into the photoperiod) using a plate reader 
SPECTROstar ® Nano (BMG labtech, Offenburg, Germany). This indirect way to measure 
biomass production allowed for more frequent (non-destructive) monitoring compared to direct 
methods (e.g. flow cytometer). A pilot study showed that evaporation in the wells was low (~1% 
per day) and was therefore ignored in the analysis.
For the statistical analysis of the growth curves, we fitted three non-linear logistic-type models 
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curve with lower asymptote forced to 0, a more general logistic curve with a non-zero asymptote, 
and a “Gompertz with mortality” sinusoidal model with a population decline after reaching a 
maximum biovolume density (for a graphical explanation and more details on the models, see Fig. 
S3 and Fig. S4 in Malerba et al. (2018a)). We removed those models that failed to converge. From 
the best-fitting growth model following Akaike Information Criterion (Burnham & Anderson, 
2004), we extracted the maximum predicted value of total biovolume (K; unit of µm3 µL-1), which 
represents the total biomass reached at the end of the time-series. From the first derivative of the 
best-fitting growth model, we extracted the maximum intrinsic growth rate (r; unit of day-1), 
which represents the maximum observed growth rate of the population. Finally, we used two 
separate linear models to analyze r and K as a function of the size-selection treatment (categorical 
variable).
8. Transmission Electron Microscopy
We adopted the methods developed by Clayton (1986) to image cells from 5 randomly selected 
lineages for each size-selected treatment. First, we spun down (300  g, 8 minutes) and ×
resuspended cells in 15 mL of sterile filtered seawater with 1% of glutaraldehyde and 1% osmium 
tetroxide at room temp for 2 hours. After rinsing in sterile filtered seawater three times, we 
dehydrated cells to 100% ethanol in incremental steps of 10% for 10 minutes each (leaving at 70% 
ethanol overnight). Infiltration in 10% firm grade Spurr’s resin started after cells were placed in 
100% propylene oxide for 30 minutes. Spurr’s resin was added at incremental steps from 20% to 
100%, leaving samples overnight between each step. We embedded and polymerized samples 
overnight at 60 C, sectioning at 120-150 m using formvar coated slot grids. Finally, we viewed 
cells in a JEOL JEM-1400PLUS transmission electron microscope. We identified intracellular 
characteristics by comparing to other studies on the same genus (Bérubé et al., 1999; Bidle & 
Falkowski, 2004; Jimenez et al., 2009; Heakal et al., 2010).
Results
1. External cell morphology
Throughout the 400 generations of artificial selection, the mean cell volume increased by 0.47% 
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small-selected lineages (F1,48 = 122.8, P < 0.001). Control lineages showed fluctuations in cell 
size, but without any systematic trend over time (F1,42 = 0.299, P = 0.59; Fig. 1).
Experiments took place between 367 and 403 generations of artificial selection, when the mean 
cell volume of large-selected lineages (752 µm3) was 9.3 and 5.3 times larger than that of small-
selected (80 µm3) and control lineages (141 µm3), respectively (Fig. 1). Cell surface area ranged 
from 90 to 370 µm2 among lineages and the surface area to volume quotient decreased by 2.2-fold 
from small- to large-selected cultures. Furthermore, there was a 19% increase in the mean length 
of the flagella, from 11.5 µm in small-selected cells, to 12.1 µm in control cells, to 13.7 µm in 
large-selected cells, as measured from 1851 cells across 38 lineages using optical microscopy (  𝜒2
= 143.97, df = 2, p < 0.001; data not shown).
2. Cell Ultrastructure
Although our TEM photos cannot offer a reliable quantification of properties, a qualitative 
assessment suggests that large-selected cells per-volume may contain more starch, chloroplasts 
and mitochondria compared to small-selected and control cells (Fig. 2). Other characteristics 
appeared less affected, such as the thickness of the glycocalyx-type cell covering (Fig. 2; all 
original TEM photos are available in the data repository).
3. Photosynthesis versus DIC relationship
All parameters of the P vs DIC curves changed with the mean cell volume of the culture. 
Specifically, the half-saturation constant (k0.5CO2) decreased with increasing cell size (Fig. 3A), 
while maximum photosynthesis (Pmax) and conductance increased with cell size (Fig. 3B, C). 
Importantly, both Pmax and conductance increased proportionally to cell volume (see overlapping 
continuous and dashed lines in Fig. 3B, C), indicating that doubling cell volume corresponded to a 
doubling of Pmax and conductance.
Trials in the first experimental run 1 showed higher-than-air equilibrium CO2 levels in all 
cultures (40.3 ± 8.4 M) compared to the two successive runs (18.6 ± 9.6 M). So, we decided to 
only retain the data from run 2 and 3 in the analyses. Importantly, all qualitative trends remained 
identical across all three weeks of experiments (see Fig S1 for comparison). Also, there was no 
systematic trend between CO2 level and size-selection treatment (i.e. the residuals were random 
among replicates), so we can exclude any effects of CO2 variations on the overall conclusions.
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The CAext activity, measured as Relative Enzyme Activity (REA), increased as cells were 
evolved to larger sizes (Fig. 4). The relationship reported an isometric size-scaling slope of 1.05 
(95% C.I.: 0.41-1.69), which indicates a proportional increase between CAext and the volume of 
the cell (see close match between continuous and dashed lines in Fig. 4). Given that the surface 
area to cell volume quotient decreases with cell volume (i.e. size-scaling of 0.6; see dotted line in 
Fig. 4), it means that the concentration of CAext on the cell surface increased with increasing cell 
volume – although this increase was statistically significant only with 88% confidence (see 
overlapping between dotted line and grey shading in Fig. 4). Specifically, the mean CAext per unit 
area increased nearly 3-fold from smaller (7.5 10-9 REA µm-2) to larger cells (18.7 10-9 REA × ×
µm-2).
5. Ratio of Demand to Supply (D:S) for CO2
The ratio of CO2 demand (i.e. Pmax) to diffusive supply (i.e. QD) of a cell scaled close to three-
quarters (Fig. 5). Both k0.5 CO2 and CAext activity changed linearly with D:S ratio: k0.5CO2 
decreased with increasing D:S (Fig. 6A), whereas CAext activity increased with increasing D:S 
(Fig. 6B).
6. Isotopic signature of C𝛿13
The algal biomass showed a positive linear relationship between C and cell volume (Fig. 7). δ13
Specifically, C increased (became less negative) by almost 3 ‰ (from -25.29 ‰ to -22.44 ‰) δ13
as cells increased in volume from 100 to 600 µm3 (Fig. 7).
7. Growth rates
Populations of large-selected cells recorded higher maximum specific growth rates and reached 
higher maximum biovolume densities than populations of small-selected cells (Fig. 8). 
Specifically, a 6.5-fold increase in cell volume corresponded to a 2.4-fold increase in maximum 
specific growth rate (Fig. 8A) and to a 2.1-fold increase in maximum biovolume density (Fig. 8B). 
Importantly, the effect of cell size on max. growth rates was non-linear, with intermediate 
(control) cells recording max. growth rates higher than small-selected cells but similar to large-
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The size of phytoplankton cells influences the flux of DIC from the medium to inside the 
plasmalemma. As predicted from Fick’s Law, larger cells would be expected to have a lower 
potential for DIC supply from passive diffusion and a higher ratio of DIC demand to diffusive 
supply, which – all else being equal – would suggest a greater degree of carbon limitation with 
increasing cell size. In our system however, large-selected lineages performed better than small-
selected ones, with faster growth rates and higher maximum biovolume densities, both here and in 
previous studies (Malerba & Marshall, 2019). Moreover, we found non-linear effects of cell size 
on maximum growth rate, with control and large-selected lineages recording similar values, but 
both exceed that of small-selected cells. This finding is also consistent with previous results and 
may indicate complex genetic effects of size-selection on cell growth (see Malerba et al., 2018a 
for more details). Importantly, we found that the half-saturation constant (k0.5CO2) decreased with 
cell size while the external carbonic anhydrase activity (CAext) and isotopic signature ( C) 𝛿13
increased with cell size, all of which indicate greater CCM expression as cells evolved to larger 
sizes. This increase in δ13C with cell size is consistent with a reduction in CO2 leakage from the 
accumulated DIC pool back to the medium, meaning larger cells are more efficient at using CCMs 
to transport carbon than smaller cells (Raven et al., 2002).
Values of k0.5CO2 can provide information on the occurrence of CCMs in a culture (Raven et 
al., 2002). The range of k0.5 CO2 in our lineages (from 1.2 to 1.5 uM) is comparable with previous 
work on Dunaliella tertiolecta (see Table 1 in Raven, 2009). However, all our cultures showed 
much greater affinity (~20 times lower k0.5 CO2) than the affinity of isolated Rubisco from 
pyrenoid-containing green algae (~35 uM; Iñiguez et al., 2020). Given the small excess of CO2-
saturated Rubisco catalytic capacity in Dunaliella spp. (Giordano & Bowes, 1997; Flynn & 
Raven, 2017), the most likely explanation for the greater affinity in our lineages is the presence of 
a CCM driving DIC uptake and, hence, no role for diffusive CO2 flux from the medium to Rubisco 
(Aizawa & Miyachi, 1984; Aizawa et al., 1985; Burns & Beardall, 1987; Amoroso et al., 1998; 
Young et al., 2001). The absence of diffusion in Dunaliella tertiolecta in air-equilibrated seawater 
is because synthesizing enough Rubisco (>10-fold increase) would require exorbitant investments 
in energy and nutrients, making diffusive CO2 flux more costly than running and maintaining 
CCMs (Raven et al., 2014).
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Theory predicts that larger cells require a greater DIC influx from CCMs per unit surface area to 
compensate for their limited potential for diffusive flux compared to smaller cells (Raven, 1987; 
Raven & Kübler, 2002; Beardall et al., 2009; Finkel et al., 2010; Raven & Beardall, 2018). Our 
results are consistent with these predictions, with CAext and affinity for inorganic carbon (shown 
as lower K0.5CO2) increasing with cell volume. Importantly, given that (1) CAext activity scaled 
proportionally to cell volume (i.e. size-scaling exponent close to 1) and that (2) the surface-to-
volume quotient decreases with increasing cell volume, it follows that the density of CAext per unit 
surface area must increase as the D:S ratio decreased, thus stimulating the supply of CO2 in larger 
cells. Moreover, size-evolved cells sampled from multiple generations showed a constant 
proportionality between cell volume and cell carbon mass (see Fig. 3 in Malerba et al., 2018b), 
which means that standardizing CAext for cell carbon mass or cell volume would yield the same 
qualitative results. A similar increase in CAext during carbon limitation is consistent with studies 
on diatoms Phaeodactylum tricornutum (Iglesias-Rodriguez & Merrett, 1997), Thalassiosira 
pseudonana (Hopkinson et al., 2013) and Chaetoceros muelleri (Smith‐Harding et al., 2017), and 
the coccolithophore Emiliania huxleyi (Nimer et al., 1994). Furthermore, field studies on the 
dinoflagellate Peridinium gatunense showed that cells respond to carbon limitation during an algal 
bloom by increasing CAext (Berman-Frank et al., 1994). While our data are consistent with 
upregulation of CCMs with increasing cell size to improve DIC acquisition – as predicted by 
theory – further studies should clarify the relative contribution of CO2 and   to the DIC HCO ―3
influx of size-evolved lineages. 
It is worth noting that an increase in C (i.e. less negative values) is an indirect proxy δ13
typically interpreted as an upregulation of CCMs in microalgal cells (Fielding et al., 1998), but 
other interpretations are possible. The process of transporting DIC against an energy gradient in a 
CCM causes an increase in the C of organic matter compared to CO2 diffusing from the δ13
medium to Rubisco (Fogel et al., 1992; Raven et al., 2002). However, in theory, a decrease in δ13
C could also occur without changes in CCMs and only from a larger cell increasing carbon 
limitation, in particular from a thicker boundary layer or a thicker cell wall (Raven et al., 2002; 
Raven et al., 2019). In our case, large-selected lineages grew faster and showed higher Pmax than 
small-selected ones, which is inconsistent with larger cells being more carbon limited. Also, D. 
tertiolecta lacks a typical cell wall (Borowitzka, 2018) and measurements from transmission 
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of 0.0377 µm ( 0.0018 S.E.) across cells of all sizes, which makes it is unlikely for ‘cell wall’ ±
thickness to have any influence on C. Finally, the higher C in large-selected cells coincided δ13 δ13
with an increase in CAext and a decrease in K0.5CO2, which are diagnostic features of greater CCM 
activity among many microalgal species (Elzenga et al., 2000; Beardall & Giordano, 2002; 
Giordano et al., 2005; Young & Beardall, 2005). Hence, the available evidence indicates that the 
positive relationship between C and cell size in this species is a consequence of a greater δ13
expression of CCMs as cells evolved to larger volumes. But the weak correlation between 𝛿13C 
and cell size suggests that multiple traits (e.g. growth rate, thickness of the boundary layer, 
leakage of DIC, carbon fixation) are influencing the isotopic signature of a lineage.
Implications for phytoplankton biogeography
The systematic upregulation of CCMs with increasing cell size shown here could be an 
important mechanism influencing biogeographic patterns among phytoplankton species. Classic 
theories predict that smaller cells are superior competitors for inorganic nutrients (including 
inorganic carbon) because of a more efficient diffusive flux arising from their greater surface to 
volume quotient and a smaller boundary layer (Grover, 1989; Aksnes & Egge, 1991; Raven, 
1998). But our results showed that active uptake is (at least) as important as passive (diffusive) 
uptake into the cell, which means that biogeographic patterns should be considered in light of both 
ambient nutrient availabilities, as well as the metabolic energy needed to operate CCMs. If the 
effects of cell size shown here are consistent across other species, we would predict that mass-
specific energetic costs of carbon fixation are higher for larger cells than for smaller ones, because 
of a greater reliance on CCMs over passive diffusion. Hence, we would expect context-dependent 
costs and benefits of cell size: on one hand, larger cells are favored in high-light environments 
because of their greater energetic investments into active uptake of resources across the cell 
membrane. On the other, smaller cells can maintain growth in low-light environments, because of 
their more advantageous surface to volume quotient, less self-shading, and their greater ability to 
meet their carbon budgets with less energy investments. Data from D. tertiolecta are consistent 
with this prediction: previous work showed that large-selected lineages are superior competitors 
under high light and high nutrients, but small-selected lineages perform better under resource-
limited regimes (Malerba et al., 2018b; Malerba et al., 2018c). For other species, less is known, 
but there is some support for a production-efficiency trade-off between nutrient and light 
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high light can gain a competitive advantage under low light (Huisman & Weissing, 1995; 
Litchman et al., 2004; Yoshiyama et al., 2009; Burson et al., 2018). A useful next step would be 
to explicitly account for the role of active and passive uptake in determining competitive outcomes 
among species of different sizes across a light gradient. Specifically, we would predict that species 
with greater CCM expression would have a competitive advantage, but only under high light.
Macro-evolutionary patterns and size-scaling exponents
If the DIC uptake of a cell is limited by diffusion, theory predicts that rates of nutrient uptake 
should be proportional to the surface area (Beardall et al., 2009). This implies that the carbon 
uptake rate of a cell should scale with its volume at an exponent from 0.66 (assuming cells retain a 
spherical shape) to ~ 0.75 (assuming larger cells become more prolate spheroid; Niklas & Cobb, 
2017). However, DIC uptake traits usually scale at a higher exponent, between 0.75 and >1 
(DeLong et al., 2010; Lopez-Sandoval et al., 2014; Maranon, 2015) and our study suggests a 
potential explanation. If cells increase their CCM expression and reduce their CO2 leakage as they 
increase in size – as shown for this species – then it is possible under resource-replete conditions 
that the uptake rate of a cell can increase faster than its surface area and generate size-scaling 
exponents >0.66. Consistent with this explanation, there is some evidence that CCM expression 
increases with the mean cell volume of the phytoplankton community (Francois et al., 1993; Popp 
et al., 1998). For example, there is some evidence that larger diatoms with thicker boundary layer 
are more reliant on active carbon transport than smaller diatoms (Korb et al., 1996). A more 
definitive test would be to verify a positive relationship among cell size, carbon uptake, and CCM 
expression in a broad range of phytoplankton species.
Conclusions
Evolving cells of Dunaliella tertiolecta to larger sizes led to an upregulation of CCMs that 
improved the DIC uptake of this species, with higher CAext, higher δ13C, and higher CO2 affinity. 
Large-selected cells also recorded faster growth and reached higher maximum biovolume densities 
than small-selected cells. Future marine ecosystems are likely to select for smaller phytoplankton 
cells through warmer temperatures (Atkinson et al., 2003; Gardner et al., 2011). If the same 
relationships found here between cell size and carbon assimilation apply to other species, we may 
expect less carbon fixation from phytoplankton communities. Clearly, we need future studies to 
verify the generality of our conclusions. For example, our experiments only used saturating light 
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clearly shows that evolutionary shifts in cell size can alter the capacity and the efficiency of DIC 
uptake systems and affect the fitness of a phytoplankton species.
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Dunaliella tertiolecta.
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Figures
Figure 1: Almost three years of artificial selection on the cell volume of the green alga Dunaliella 
tertiolecta. Coloured lines track the mean size for each size-selected treatment ( 95% CI). All ±
experimental trials occurred after between 367 and 403 generations of artificial selection, when 
the mean cell volume of large-selected lineages (976 µm3) was 7.2 and 4.5 times larger than that 
of small-selected (135 µm3) and control lineages (219 µm3), respectively. Generation numbers are 
based on the growth rate of the ancestral strain (i.e. 3 generations in a week).
Figure 2: Morphological characteristics of Dunaliella tertiolecta from the three artificial selection 
treatments in transmission electron micrographs (TEM) at X10’000. These TEM photos are only 
for illustrative purposes and do not offer a reliable quantification of absolute or volume-specific 
properties. Scale bar is consistent across panels and refers to 2 µm.
Figure 3: Effects of cell volume of Dunaliella tertiolecta on the (A) half-saturation constant for 
CO2 (unit: µmol CO2 L-1), (B) max. photosynthetic rates (unit: 10-6 nmol CO2 min-1 cell-1), and (C) 
conductance [unit: 10-6 nmol CO2 min-1 cell-1 (µmol CO2 L-1)-1]. Each dot indicates an 
independent culture with a different mean cell size. Continuous lines ( 95% CI) indicate ±
statistically significant least-square linear regressions (k0.5 CO2: R2 = 0.95, F1,4 = 73.17, p = 0.001; 
Pmax: R2 = 0.97, F1,4 = 133.3, p < 0.001; Conductance: R2 = 0.97, F1,4 = 148.7, p < 0.001). Dashed 
lines indicate isometric slopes (with the intercepts estimated from the data). Hence, a dashed line 
overlapping a linear regression indicates a proportional change between the response variable and 
cell volume (i.e., doubling X corresponds to doubling Y). Data collected during the first 
experimental run were excluded from the main analyses, but are presented for comparative 
purposes in Fig S1.
Figure 4: Scaling relationship between cell surface area and external carbonic anhydrase 
activity (CAext) in Dunaliella tertiolecta, expressed in units of Relative Enzyme Activity per cell. 
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; R2 = 0.53, F1,4 = 20.85, p = 0.01). Estimated slope was 1.05 (95% C.I.: 0.41-log10 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒
1.69). Each dot indicates an independent culture with a different mean cell size. Dashed line 
indicates a proportionality with cell volume (slope of 1) and dotted line indicates proportionality 
with surface area (slope of 0.6), with both intercepts estimated from the data.
Figure 5: The ratio of demand to diffusive supply of CO2 as a function of cell volume in 
Dunaliella tertiolecta. The demand was quantified as the maximum rate of light- and DIC-
saturated photosynthesis (i.e.  in Fig. 3A), whereas the CO2 diffusive supply to the cell 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
surface (i.e. ) was estimated using Eq. 3. Each dot indicates an independent culture with a 𝑄𝐷
different mean cell size. Continuous line ( 95% CI) indicates the fit of the model (± log10 D:S
; R2 = 0.94, F1,4 = 64.21, p = 0.001). Dashed line indicates a rate of = 𝑎 + 𝑏 × log10 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒
change that is proportional to cell volume (i.e. slope = 1), with the intercept ( ) estimated from the 𝑎
data. The size-scaling slope ( ) is reported on the plot [ 95% CI].𝑏 ±
Figure 6: Effects of demand-to-supply ratio for CO2 on (A) half saturation constant (K0.5 CO2; 
units of µmol L-1) and (B) activity (CAext; units of relative enzyme activity) in Dunaliella 
tertiolecta. Each dot indicates an independent culture with a different mean cell size. Continuous 
lines ( 95% CI) indicate the fits of least-square linear regressions (k0.5CO2 : R2 = 0.95, F1,4 = ±
69.93, p = 0.001; CAext activity: R2 = 0.86, F1,4 = 24.7, p = 0.008).
Figure 7: Effect of cell volume of Dunaliella tertiolecta on the isotopic signature of  C (units 𝛿13
ppt). Each dot indicates an independent culture with a different mean cell size. Continuous lines (
95% CI) indicate statistically significant least-square linear regressions (R2 = 0.48, F1,13 = ±
12.12, p = 0.004).
Figure 8: Effects of cell volume of Dunaliella tertiolecta on population-level demographic 
parameters of (A) max. specific growth rate and (B) maximum biovolume density. Each dot 
represents an independent lineage (total of 35 samples) and the colour represents its size-selection 
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selected lineages). Error bars indicate means ( 95% CI) for each treatment and letters in lower ±
case represent Tukey’s post-hoc groupings (Max. growth rate: F2,29 = 143.3, p < 0.001; Max. 
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